Cooper 6107 wiring diagram

Cooper Wiring Diagram â€” wiring diagram is a simplified enjoyable pictorial representation of
an electrical circuit. It shows the components of the circuit as simplified shapes, and the skill
and signal associates between the devices. A wiring diagram usually gives suggestion very
nearly the relative outlook and concurrence of devices and terminals on the devices, to urge on
in building or servicing the device. A pictorial diagram would perform more detail of the bodily
appearance, whereas a wiring diagram uses a more symbolic notation to put emphasis on
interconnections more than bodily appearance. A wiring diagram is often used to troubleshoot
problems and to create clear that all the contacts have been made and that anything is present.
Architectural wiring diagrams play the approximate locations and interconnections of
receptacles, lighting, and remaining electrical facilities in a building. Interconnecting wire routes
may be shown approximately, where particular receptacles or fixtures must be upon a common
circuit. Wiring diagrams use standard symbols for wiring devices, usually every other from
those used on schematic diagrams. The electrical symbols not lonesome perform where
something is to be installed, but furthermore what type of device is being installed. For
example, a surface ceiling lively is shown by one symbol, a recessed ceiling well-ventilated has
a rotate symbol, and a surface fluorescent vivacious has choice symbol. Each type of switch
has a rotate tale and hence attain the various outlets. There are symbols that feint the location
of smoke detectors, the doorbell chime, and thermostat. A set of wiring diagrams may be
required by the electrical inspection authority to espouse attachment of the habitat to the public
electrical supply system. Wiring diagrams will plus put in panel schedules for circuit breaker
panelboards, and riser diagrams for special services such as ember alarm or closed circuit
television or supplementary special services. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the
website to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic
functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal
information. Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and
is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents
are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running
these cookies on your website. Cooper Wiring Diagram Composites Springerlink. This website
uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out
if you wish. Accept Reject Read More. Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to
improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that
are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working
of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and
understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with
your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of
these cookies may affect your browsing experience. Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary
Non-necessary. Quick Links Download this manual. The Motion Sensing Wall Switch dectects
motion to turn on. A built-in photo cell can be set. The unit has excel-. It can be used with. The
can be used to replace either a 3-way wall switch or a. Some codes require installation by a
qualified. Choose a location where the motion sensor has a clear view of. Motion sensing switch
will replace existing wall switch. Use only. The detector is more sensitive to motion across the
front of the sensor than to motion towards the sensor. The detector senses heat in motion and
possible heat sources that change temperature quickly. Therefore, to. Cover the lens with
masking tape. Go to step 1, 2,. If the. Note: a "3-way" circuit controls lights from two separate. If
you want to use this product in a single. Press in with screwdriver. Swing out cover to remove
to access adjustable. If you want to have motion sensors at both 3-way switches, connect them
as shown below. The minumum. Ifyou're not sure which. Note: After jumper is installed, this
switch. There are 6 preset selections for the amount. Use a small, phil-. Turn the TIME control
until it "snaps" into the. Replace control panel cover and install the decorative wall plate. In
installations where the Cooper motion. Various combination wall plates are available at Home
Centers and Electrical Supply. Slide the switch a couple of times to make sure it operates freely.
AUTO: Lights come on for time set when motion is detected and the light level is below the set
level or when. ON: Lights stay on continuously. Flipping 3-way switch has no effect. If you have
a problem with your Wall Switch, first follow this guide. If the problem persists, call the. The
sensor can be prevented from turning on lights. In the fully clockwise position,. In the. Repeat
until the. Electrical input Fluorescent Load - Not for electronic ballasts Motor Load Adjustable
approximately 5 sec. Photocell Sensor From dull daylight to less than 1 FC. For a period of 2
years from the date of purchase, Cooper Wiring Devices will replace or repair the motion. City,
GA If the product has been discontinued, replacement will be made with the nearest available.
This warranty does not cover consumables such as fuses. Proof of purchase in the form. Repair
or replacement as provided. Cooper Wiring Devices shall not be liable for. Except to the extent
limited or prohibited by applicable law, any implied warranty of merchantability or. This

warranty gives you. Test for correct common wire connection:. Leaving the jumpered switch in
one position,. Brown Stores. Print page 1 Print document 2 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR.
Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Quick
Links Download this manual. The Motion Sensing Wall Switch dectects motion to turn on. A
built-in photo cell can be. The unit has. Two LEDs allow for easy mode identification. Not for use
with elec-. Installation is as easy as replacing a wall switch. However, some. Choose a location
where the motion sensor has a clear view of. Motion sensing switch will replace existing wall
switch. Use only. The detector is more sensitive to motion across the front of the sensor than to
motion towards the sensor. The detector senses heat in motion and possible heat sources that
change temperature quickly. Therefore, to. Before installing the detector into the box, make.
Turn the power back on at the circuit breaker. Lamp will be on for 12 seconds. Allow two. If
motion is detected, the lights will turn on. The lights will turn off 12 sec-. The length of time that
the lights stay on is. Green ground wire to. Complete Installation. Replace control panel cover
and install the decorative wall plate. In installations where the Cooper motion. Various
combination wall plates are available at Home Centers and Electrical Supply. Press the push
button a couple of times to make sure it operates freely. ON: Lights stay on continuously. The
ON led is lit. OFF: Lights stay off. AUTO: Lights come on for time set when motion is detected
and the light level is below the set level. Turn off circuit breaker before re-lamping. If you have a
problem with your Wall Switch, first follow this guide. If the problem persists, call the customer.
The sensor can be prevented from turning on lights when. Use a small. In the fully clockwise
position, the. In the fully. To adjust the photocell:. Electrical input Fluorescent Load not for
electronic ballasts Motor Load Adjustable approximately 12 sec. Photocell Sensor From dull
daylight to less than 1 FC. For a period of 2 years from the date of purchase, Cooper Wiring
Devices will replace or repair the motion. GA If the product has been discontinued, replacement
will be made with the nearest available equiva-. This warranty does not cover consumables
such as fuses. Proof of purchase in the form of a. Repair or replacement as provided. Cooper
Wiring Devices shall not be liable for. Except to the extent limited or prohibited by applicable
law, any implied warranty of merchantability or. This warranty gives you. AUTO lights for an
adjustable amount of time. A built-in photo cell can be Before installing the detector into the
box, make set to keep lights off when the lights aren't needed. Print page 1 Print document 2
pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload
from disk. Upload from URL. Forgot your Password? We welcome your comments and
suggestions. All information is provided "AS IS. All rights reserved. You may freely link to this
site, and use it for non-commercial use subject to our terms of use. View our Privacy Policy
here. Toggle navigation subscribe. Log in. Remember Me? By logging into your account, you
agree to our Terms of Use and Privacy Policy , and to the use of cookies as described therein.
Login with Facebook Log in. Forgot Password? New Posts. Today's Posts. Community Member
List. Forum Actions Mark Forums Read. Quick Links View Forum Leaders. Problem with Cooper
motion sensing 3-way switches. Thread Tools. I recently installed a pair of Cooper 3-way motion
switches in a hallway to control a single light. I have wired as instructed in the guide but when
both switches are set to automatic, the light comes on and stays on for the set amount of time
and then blinks off and turns back on again and again and He was surpwised at the diagram for
wiring the switches and was unable to get them to operate correctly. Any help would be
appreciated. View Public Profile. Find all posts by ogre. Find all posts by hbsparky. Received
Votes on Posts. Tell us about the cables in the switch boxes. Where do they go? Post a link to
the wiring diagrams for the new switches. Find all posts by joed. I had an electrician come in
and wire it correctly. He used one of the old two conductors to carry the hot side? I think that
there are enough wires at this point. If you have trouble accessing it, let me know. Most people
don't have the correct program to read. Find all posts by HotxxxxxxxOKC. Where does the new
cable run? Between the switches? Where do the old two wire cables run? To the light? Where
does the power come in? How many lights? What wattage? You need a minimum of watts to
make them work. That would be real watts not the equivalent wattage of a CFL bulb. I did get the
digram to load, and must admit I am somwhat confused by what are you calling common, and
why is a common labeled as connected to a traveler. One important item I noted at the Cooper
website is that if your lamps are fluorescent, this item is compatible ONLY with magnetic
ballasts. It is not compatible with many compact fluorescents, especially the screw-ins or a 2
pin plug-in, or with a 4' T-8 fixture. Find all posts by tough. The diagram that I uploaded to my
web site was printed by Cooper with my scribbles superimposed over it. The electrician
originally wired it the way one would normally wire 2 3-way switches. When it didn't work, he
rewired per the schematic supplied withthe switches. Don't think that it is a flourescent. It is a
50 watt bulb but I didn't expect that to be an issue. But I'm not an electrician. Black and red
conductors are used as the travelers. The green is used appropriately as the ground. And the

white is used to carry the the secons side of the circuit to the lamp. The old white OW conductor
runs through the boxes without connecting to the switches. The black OB is used as the
common. If you look at the diagram, the power is coming in from the left hand switch and
exiting the right hand switch to the fixture. So you are saying that power comes into one switch
and the light connects at the other switch. Sounds like yo uhave it wire properly. How many
watts of light are connected to these units? What type of lights? What else is in the room?
Maybe they are being triggered again as soon as they go off. GU10 is a bulb base type. It
describes 2 plug-in pins, spaced 10 mm apart. It is probably a halogen, so the fluorescent
ballast is not an issue. It may be a low voltage light, but the transformer should not be an issue.
Just to be sure, could you temporarily wire a regular light bulb fixture in place of the halogen,
and see if that changes the symptoms. I would like to see the rest of that instruction sheet.
Doesn't seem to be available on the cooper website. The problem with this type of device is that
you are operating an electronic circuit This is why electronic fluorescent ballast cannot be used,
and why the minumum wattage is necesassary Again, try to temporarily take that entire halogen
fixture out of the circuit and substitute a regular fixture with a watt bulb. This may solve the
problem, but of course you will have to select a different fixture for your room! The light is a
recessed can in the middle of a 20 foot by 3 foot hallway. The switches are at each end of the
hallway facing the opposite wall of the hallway 3feet from the other wall. Just the one 50 watt
light. I wondered if the light was triggering the other sensor but I ruled that out by covering the
sensor with masking tape. I've installed the same sensor switches not 3-way in two other areas
of the house with no problem. I will be calling Cooper's technical support tommorrow to see
what they have to say about the problem that I am having. Oh yeah Only the diagram addresses
that installation. The rest of the document focuses on a 3-way installed as a single motion
sensor with a normal 3-way at the other end. Not much help. But, if any of you have an idea for
me to try, I'm willing. The instructions you posted did say with two switches you might require a
minimum watts to make them work. Problem Solved. I spoke with the tech rep from Cooper who
after much testing, reviewing the connections, and reinstalling the old 3-way switches He then
suggested exchanging the switches at the retailer and installing the new ones. That resolved
the problem even with a single 60 watt incandescent light bulb! Apparently one of the switches
was bad. Sometimes the simplest soolution is the right one. Thanks for all of the help! It was
appreciated. Trouble with 2 switches, 1 light. We just bought an older home that has a problem
with the garage light. The garag Need help converting from basic to Z-wave. Im looking to
change out these switches to a zwave system. This is my current se This is an easy one, I have
2 switches ganged, both are 3way. There are 3, 3wire Red Wire. I have one light controlled by 3
switches. They each have a white, black and re I am trying to replace the light switches in my
hallway to the big fat flat swit Insight for eliminating snow from long drveway from big snows!
Oil Light. Any Tips for Identifying Circuits and their breakers? Load balancing a main panel?
Aprilaire A installation. Running power to shed from garage. Frameless shower door loose at
top. Whole house generator, general questions. DIY install. I am installing a lawn pump. Pump
instructions say to use a 15Amp GFI breaker. The pump is volts. I can't seem to find a 15A GFI
double breaker. Any ideas? Rich on May 22, Ask a Question. Question Title:. Your question will
be posted in:. Almost There! New User? Back to question. Your question might be answered by
sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are
posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. Motion activated occupancy sensor
switch use passive infrared technology to sense the movement of heat-emitting bodies. The
sensors automatically turn lights off after a space becomes vacant and a preset time delay
elapses. This provide 3-way wiring without neutral and work with incandescent and fluorescent
magnetic ballast lighting load types only. Replaces a standard light or fan switch. Available in
white color. Cooper Wiring Devices is dedicated to providing the up-to-date wiring device
solutions; solutions that increase energy efficiency, increase productivity, promote safety at
work and in the home, and produce reliable performance. Cooper Wiring Devices is a trusted
name in electrical products for over years. Skip to main content. Consider these available items.
Currently unavailable. We don't know when or if this item will be back in stock. Visit the Eaton
Store. About this item This fits your. Featured items you may like. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1
of 1. Previous page. Smart Light Switch, Treatlife 2. Smart Switch 4 Pack, Treatlife 2. Next page.
Customers who viewed this item also viewed. What other items do customers buy after viewing
this item? Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing
your request. Please try your search again later. Product information Technical Details. Would
you like to tell us about a lower price? See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are
ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the
reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top
reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem

filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. During a visit to my
brothers fabulous new condo I fell in love with his auto motion-sensing lights that were
scattered around the house. I have a long hallway at home and I definitely could benefit from
having one, so i looked it up, researched it, and found out it was these fancy little light switches
that were doing all the work. I found this unit here on Amazon and a similar unit at Home Depot
for around the same price. After finding my local Home Depot out of stock, I ordered two of
these light switches and they came within a few days. Installing them was a cinch, even on my
year old apartment's wiring. The end result is everything I imagined it to be. All for a little over
20 bucks a piece? It's totally worth it. I'm ordering two more for the bathroom and the living
room. It comes with directions but you pretty much just hook it up the same way your old light
switch is hooked up. Don't electrocute yourself. I bought this for the hallway but only one of the
three I bought worked properly. Unfortunately, the electrician took so long to make the
appointment and to do the work I was unable to return them to the seller in a timely fashion. So,
I'm out of pocket with this product. Thank you. I installed one at the top of a stair well to activate
a light when coming up or going down the stairs. Because its angle of view is narrow in the
vertical plane, perhaps 10 degrees it doesn't activate when coming up the stairs until my head is
just a foot below the sensor or in other words the second to the top step. My other gripe is the
timer which turns off the switch after no motion is detected gives you only a choice of mere
seconds, 1, 5, or more minutes. There should be at least one more step in the minutes range. I
wanted about 3 minutes for my bathroom exhaust fan. But, it should cost no more to make the
adjustment pot continuously variable, instead of having several detent positions, so you can
select whatever time you need between the shortest and maximum limits. Update: Both units
failed to work when room temperature was high. Last summer when temperatures were in the
mid 90s outside and with no air conditioning inside, the units failed to detect motion so I had to
override them manualy to switch the lights and exhaust fan. I don't remember what the indoor
temperature was - probably in the mid 80s. So it was not functional for more than a few weeks in
the Michigan summer - but if you run AC I doubt you'll have a problem. What encouraged me to
write this review is the fact that a construction worker hit my old Cooper K light switch I
installed in and broke the face off it still worked though. An electrician came and replaced the
busted switch with some other brand. Immediately it started malfunctioning. He replaced that
switch with another brand and it never worked. I guess you get what you pay for. It is not.
Rather, it is a single-pole single-throw switch SPST with a V trigger that activates the
connection when it is off, but only in automatic mode. In a typical 3-way circuit with two
travelers and a SPDT switch at the other end, the installation requires placing a jumper on the
SPDT switch, which causes one of the travelers to be continuously connected regardless of the
switch position. You can turn the light on and off manually or automatically with the motion
sensor switch, and when it is set to automatic you can turn the light on with the other switch.
Flipping it activates the trigger. However, if the K is in manual mode and the light is off, you can
not turn it on with the other switch, and if the light is on you can not turn it off with the other
switch. Quote from installation instructions, "Note: After jumper is installed, this switch will turn
light on only. Also, because the jumper continuously supplies full V, it won't permit a dimmer
switch at the other position to control the light level. I thought one of these would be handy to
have in the main hall of my house to automatically activate the lights and avoid stumbling in the
dark. But the operation is too complicated, so I'm removing it from the circuit and saving it until
I find a one-way circuit that needs a motion sensor. That's all it's really good for. Would it really
be too difficult to design a motion-sensor switch that acts as a true 3-way, automatically
toggling the connection to the othe
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r traveler when the light is off and the motion sensor is activated and back again when it times
out? See all reviews. Pages with related products. There's a problem loading this menu right
now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to
Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music
Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon
Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon
Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories
for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography.
East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and
Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it

a second life.

